Civil/Highway

Surety Bonding: the DBE Ticket to

P3 Opportunities
Surety bonding is seen by many DBEs firms as a barrier to
participating in large transportation projects, such as PublicPrivate Partnerships. This belief is especially true for less experienced firms that are unfamiliar with surety bonding and the
important role it can play in developing a viable construction
business. However, successful firms are aware that surety bonding represents a high-powered tool in the toolbox of a successful
contracting business that can help a firm better manage its business operation and open up opportunities on the large projects
being let by government agencies. In fact, bonding is often not
an option, but a requirement for DBEs performing trades such
as concrete, drainage, water & sewer, and asphalt paving.
Public-Private Partnerships (P3s) are contractual agreements
formed between a public agency and a private sector entity that
allow for greater private sector participation in the delivery and
financing of transportation projects. In these arrangements, the
private company assumes the role of
the government entity for the financing, construction, maintenance and
operation of a transportation facility.
In return for taking on this responsibility, the private company earns revenue
(and hopefully a profit) from the transportation facility by way of toll fees,
government payments and/or subconcessionaire payments.
P3 projects offer a significant opportunity for DBEs due to their large size
and wide variety of tasks required to
complete the project. In addition, the
Federal Highway Administration is
encouraging states to consider the use Niveen Kattan
of P3 projects to encourage creativity,
innovation and the private funding of
transportation infrastructure projects. Therefore the prevalence
of P3 projects is expected to increase in the future. Currently
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there are 21 new build facility projects that are P3 concessions in
the U.S., with more in the planning stages. The 21 projects range
in size from $127 million for the Teodoro Moscoso Bridge in
Puerto Rico, to $2.6 billion for the IH 635 project in Florida.
Opportunities on these and newly developed P3 projects is a
trend DBEs should be aware of moving forward.
However, whether a project is a P3 or simply a large government project, the risks are often high for the prime contractor
selected to build the project due to the size, complexity and
project schedule requirements. Therefore, the vast majority
of primes require that subcontractors performing significant
scopes of work provide bonding to minimize their risk. Additionally, a prime contractor’s bonding company will often
require the prime to hire only bonded subcontractors for certain scopes of work on large projects as a part of their bonding
agreement.
Niveen Kattan, president of Atlantic Contracting Company, a DBE
concrete contractor in Greensboro,
NC has been successful as both a
prime and subcontractor on roadway
projects. Kattan said that bonding is
required on nearly all of her company’s
jobs on highway construction projects. “Being able to get bonded, being
a bondable company, really allowed us
to have the opportunity to bid on jobs.
Without the bonding, we could not
even get prequalified to be considered
for many jobs,” Kattan said.
Successful and experienced DBEs
realize that bonding can be a competitive advantage and differentiator for
companies in competition for large
projects. Many of these projects are
P3s or design/build jobs where price is a major factor, but not
the only factor, in the selection process. Therefore prime con-

tractors are more likely
to choose subcontractors based on the best
overall value, considering price along with factors such as experience,
track record and bonding capacity.
Joe Lewis, principal of
Business Transformation Group (BTG) in
Virginia, provides supportive services to many
DBEs seeking opportunity on large transportation
contracts.
Lewis sees a positive
benefit for DBEs that
get bonded. Lewis said,
“Having bonding is an
investment in the business, so the benefits are
long term. The benefits
include having a better
marketing position over competitors who don’t have a bond,
learning financial discipline which allows for a better run business, and improved perspective in the marketplace about your
business operations.”

partnership with the U.S. Department of Transportation, the
SFAA also sponsored the first DBE/MBE/SBE Surety Summit
in September 2014. The summit assembled business owners,
prime contractors, bonding companies, and government agencies to discuss strategies to increase bonding opportunities for
DBE/MBE/SBE firms and expose the challenges these firms
face when seeking bonding. Joanne Brooks, Esq., Vice President & Counsel of SFAA said the following about the Summit:

Kattan believes that the benefits of having bonding far outweigh
the challenges involved in completing the bonding application
process and working with a bonding company. “It is a little bit
of a big brother relationship,” she said. “They always have their
“For the first time, the SFAA
eyes on you, and every time
brought
all the stakeholders to
you want to do something you The SFAA is actively reaching out to DBE
have to somewhat mention it to firms to provide education and assistance the table to assure alignment
and support for our mission to
your silent partner; things like
increase the pool of qualified,
‘we are thinking about buying a
sustainable
DBE,
MBE
and
SBE
contractors who are bondable.
big piece of equipment; or we took some money out so don’t get
mad.’ But it’s a constant communication that acts sort of like a We are changing the conversation and perception of bonding.
financial advisor with regards to letting you know, ‘if you do this, Bonding should be viewed not as a hurdle but as an empowerment tool. The Summit audience consisted of the underwriters
this is what it will do to your bonding capacity.’”
who write DBE, MBE and SBE contractors, as well as agents and
The Surety & Fidelity Association of America (SFAA) is leaders of other associations with whom we partner and share
actively reaching out to DBE firms to provide education and a common mission. I believe we are making significant strides
assistance to help DBEs better navigate the surety bonding pro- in removing negative perceptions that some diverse firms have
cess and increase their success in securing bonds. In addition
continued on page 26
to serving as co-sponsor of the Bonding Education Program in
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continued from page 25
about the surety bonding industry.”
The Bonding Education Program has provided training and
assistance to hundreds of firms seeking surety bonding to help
the growth their company. BEP courses are coordinated by the
USDOT’s Office of Small Business Development Regional

Small Business Transportation Resource Centers (SBTRCs).
The BEP offers a 6 to 8-week development course that provides
education and hands-on technical assistance to firms seeking
to apply for surety bonding. Firms interested in learning more
about the BEP can visit www.dot.gov/osdbu/SBTRCs.
DBEs seeking to pursue surety bonding for the first time may
want to take heed to the advice
Lewis offers to the many DBE
firms counseled by BTG. Lewis
said, “Be sure all the owners’ (of
the business) personal financial
status is strong; no bad debt,
good prospects for business
and an understanding of how to
manage cash flow.

Distinguished Panelists representing major
prime contractors and minority enterprises
discussed the benefits of surety bonding at
the SFAA Surety Summit.

GOETHALS BRIDGE — CONSTRUCTION PARTNERING OPPORTUNITIES
Partnering Opportunities

The Goethals Bridge Replacement Project is a design-build
project for the Port Authority of New York & New Jersey
(the Authority). The project will replace the existing Goethals
Bridge which spans the Arthur Kill River on I-278 connecting
Elizabeth, New Jersey and Staten Island, New York.
Kiewit-Weeks-Massman, AJV (KWM) has been selected by
the Authority to design and build the new Goethals Bridge.

Travis Spur Rail Bridge Replacement
Anti-Climb Fence on New Bridge Shared Use Path
Furnish Work Platforms for Stay Cable
Installation on Tower
Permanent Concrete Traffic Barriers
PPC Bridge Deck Overlay
Right of Way Security Fence
Galv Steel Tube Rail on Concrete Barrier
Galv Steel Pedestrian Railing on Shared Use Path of
New Bridge
Landscaping/Seeding
Under Ground Fire Stand Pipe
Misc. Metals Supply

If your DBE firm would like to apply to participate, please use our website as a resource, www.goethals-kwm.com.
Diversity Contract Manager, 470 Chestnut Ridge Road, Woodcliff Lake, NJ 07677
(201) 571-2571 KWMdivcontracting@kwmjv.com Kiewit-Weeks-Massman, AJV is An Equal Opportunity Employer

